Assembling Your Langstroth Hive Body & Super

What you will need for Assembly:
• 2 Ends
• 2 Sides
• Hammer
• Nails (sold separately)
• Construction Square

Step One:
Take 1 side and 1 end and put the fingers together. Make sure your hand holds are facing up and facing out.

Step Two:
Put a construction square onto each inside corner of the box. Put nails into the pre-drilled area on fingers before nailing the final side/end. A box that is not square will not sit properly on the hive. Once square, pound in your nail.

What you will need for Assembly:
• 2 Ends
• 2 Sides
• Hammer
• Nails (sold separately)
• Construction Square

Hand holds facing up and out

Slide fingers together

Place nails into pre-drill area on fingers and hammer in.
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Step Three:
Repeat steps one and two.

You May Also Consider....

Metal Frame Rest:
Used to protect the wood from damage caused by scraping and hive tool wear.

Specialty Nails:
These cement and resin coated specialty nails are specifically designed with a small diameter to reduce splitting and cracking during assembly.

Frames We Offer:
- Assembled Frames with Rite-Cell® Foundation
- Unassembled Frames
- Rite-Cell® Pro Frame
- Standard Plastic Frame

Perfect for the truly cost conscious beekeeper!

Standard Plastic Frames

Assembled Frames with Rite-Cell® Foundation

Completed hive body or super

*Once assembled you should treat the outside with a primer and paint.